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A8STRACT

As part of

deco~missioning

the Shippingport Atomic Power Station, a

fundamental concern is the determination of Allowable Residual Contafllina-

tion Levels (ARCL) for radionuclides in the soil at the site.

The ARCL

method described in this report is based on a scenario/exposure-oathway
analysis and compliance with an annual dose limit for unrestricted use of

the land after decommissioning. In addition to naturally occurring radionuclides and fallout from w~apons testing, soil contaminati0n could rot~n
tially come from five ot~er sources. These include operations of the
Shippingport Station as a pressurized water reactor, operations of the
Shippingport Station as a light-water breeder, ooeration of the nearby
Beaver Valley reactors, releases during decommissioning, and
other nearby industries, including the
plants.

Bruce-~1ansfield

oo~ration

of

coal-fired power

ARCL values are presented for 29 individual radionucl ides and a

workshl"!et is provided so

th~t

ARCL values can bE' determined for any mixture

of the individual radionuclides for any annual dose limit selected.

In

adrlition, a worksheet is provided for calculating oresent time soil cot'lcentration values that will decay to the ARCL values after any selected !1eriod
of

ti~e,

such as would occur during a period of restricted accPss.

The

ARCL results are presented for both unconfined (surface) and confined
{subsurface) soil contamination.

The ARCL method and results described in

this report provide a flexible means of determining unrestricted-use site
release conditions after decommissioni11q the Shippingport Atomic Power
Station •

•
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

•

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is in the process of decommissioning the Shippingport Atomic Power Station. Bec.ause the reactor
facility is owned by the DOE, it does not fall under the licensing
authority of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). This means that
there are no NRC license termination requirements for decommissioning the
oower station. However, the DOE fully intends to comply with all local,
state, and federal regulations that do apply. A major consideration in
achieving an unrestricted release of the site after decommissioning is a
determination of the amount (or level) of soil contamination that can be
allowed to safely remain at the site. This report contains a description
of a method for determining Allowable Residual Contamination Levels (ARCL)
for radionuclides remaining in the soil at the Shiopingport Atomic Power
Station after decommissioning. This method is intended to be used with
information from site surveys to determine the initial contamination level
and to document that decontamination activities are completed.
The ARCL method is based on a scenario/exposure-pathway analysis and
cornpl i ance with an annual dose 1imit for unrestricted use of the orooerty.
A brief description of the Shippingport Atomic Power Station, current
regulations regarding residual contamination, and thP. history of the
developMent of the ARCL method is given in the remainder of this section.
A more complete description of the ARCL method is given in Section 2. A
description of the Shippingport AtoMic Power Station is given in Section 3
and the actual ARCL calculations and results are given in Section 4.
Finally, the results of the ARCL method are discussed in Section 5.
1.1 THE SHIPPINGPORT ATOMIC

•

PO~ER

STATION

The Shippingport Atomic Power Station is located on the south bank of
the Ohio River in the borough of Shippingport, Pennsylvania. Shippingport
is located in Beaver County horderinq th~ state of Ohio and West Virginia.
The power station is located on a 490-acre tract of land owned by the
Duquesne Light Company. This site also serves as the site for the Beaver
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FIGURE 1.1.1.

Map Showing the Shipp lngport
·
Site
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Valley Nuclear Power Station (see Figure 1.1.1). The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) leased six acres of land from Duquesne Light in 1954 on which to
build a oortion of the Shippingport Atomic Power Station (U.S. DOE 1982).
The present lease includes a total nf seven acres and upon termination it
requires the DOE to "make the premises safe from a radiation standpoint"
prior to transfer of ownership to Ouquesne Light.
The Shippingoort Atomic Power Station was constructed in the mid1950's as a joint project of the U.S. Government and the Duquesne Light
Company. The nuclear reactor is owned by the DOE and the turbine generator
is owned by Duquesne Light. The nuclear reactor began OPeration in 1957
under supervision of the ~laval Reactors Division of the DOE. The primary
purpose of the reactor was to provide a means for investigating the technical, practica1, and evolutionary considerations of commercial electrical
energy production. 8uring its ooeration, the reactor had two different
water-cooled, seed-blanket PWR core designs and one 1 ight-water breeder
reactor (LWBR) core design. The first P\~R core began operation in 1957
with an electrical output of 68 MWe gross. In 1964, after fllodifications,
the second PWR core began ooeration with an electrical output of 150 MWe
gross. The LWBR core was designed to produce 233u from 232Th, and had an
electrical output of 72 ~1We gross (U.S. DOE 1982). Further <1etails about
the Shippingport Atomic Power Station are given in Section 3.
1.2

EXISTING

DEC01~'1ISSIONING

STANDARDS

An examination of existing guidelines and regulations shows that there
is a need for a general method of deriving allowable levels of radioactive
contamination to permit release of decommissione<1 nuclear facilities.
Currently, there is guidance provided by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for termination of commercial reactor licenses in Regulatory Gui~e 1.86 (U.S. AEC 1974), and for release of decontaminate<1 facilities and equipment from by-product, source, or special nuclear material
manufacture (U.S. NRC 1976). Other criteria for operation and/or decommissioninq of nuclear facilities have been adopted by the
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~JRC

(Federal

Register 1981), and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency {40 CFR 1qo;
40 CFR 192; Federal Register 1983).
In addition, numerous criteria and standards have been develooed for
soil contamination.

In a recent review of such guidance, Mueller, Kennedy,

and Soldat (1981) concluded that it was difficult to compare soil standards
since each was intended for a different situation, and since different
units or bases were used.

However, most of the soil contamination informa-

tion reviewed was consistent with the philosophy of maintaining exposures
at levels "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA).

In qeneral, it is

difficult to compare the decontamination 1 imits given in most of the cited
standards since each was intended for a specific situation and mixture of
radionuclides, and since different units are used.

Some of the limit.s

specify radionucl ide concentrations, whlle others specify an allowable dose
or dose rate.
r<lethods have been proposed by Healy {1974; 1979), Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (Kennedy et al. 1979; Napier 1982), and Oak Ridge Natio11al
Laboratory (Eckennan and Young 1980) that define techniques for calculatino
allowable residual conta111ination levels for any mixture of radionuclides.
These methods all rely on a scenario/exposure-pathway analysis based on an
acceptable annual dose.

The ARCL method applied in this report is such a

method.
1.3

HISTORY OF THE

.~LLOWABLE

RESIDUAL CONTAMINATION LEVEL METHOD

The ARCL method has been under development at Pacific Northwest
Laboratory since 1976.

Its first application was as part of a conceotual

decommissioning study conducted for the NRC (Schneider and Jenkins 1977).
The method has continued to evolve as the NRC conceptual decommissioning
studies considered a variety of nuclear facilities ranqing from fuel fabrication through reactor operation to low-level waste disposal and independent spent fuel storage.

Example applications of the ARCL method to

reactors that directly relate to this study are contained in reports by
Smith, Konzek, •nd Kennedy (1978), Oak et al. (1980), and Konzek et al.
(1982).
4

In a recent journal article by Kennedy, Naoier, and Solrlat (1983) and
in a document by Napier (1982), the ARCL m8thod is formally described anrl
the results of example calculations are present~d. In addition, ~!apier
(1982) presented a coMparison of ARCL results with other recommendations.
In a related application, Kennedy et al. (1982) investiqated transuranic
advanced-dispnsal

syster.~s

and applied the ARCL method to develop prelimi-

nary 239pu waste-disposal criteria for the Hanford Site.

These criteria

related depth of disposal to n.llowable concentration hased on human intrusion scenarios .
•

The radiation-exoosure scenarios described and used i11 this report are
similar to those used by the NRC to develop criteria for shallow-land
burial grounds (U.S. NRC 1982).

The major rlifferences are in

results of the two studies are intended to be used.

~low

the

The NRC provided a

"generic" classification system for low-level radioactive waste disposal,
while the results contained in this report are rlesi~ned to rlefine
unrestricted use soil contamination levels that rely on site-specific
conditions.

Mo attempt has been f!lade in this study to convert ARCL soil

contamination values to reartings on oortable, field radiation survey
instruments. Such conversion is beyond the intent of this reoort. The
exact conversion factors will be highly dependent on the radionuclides
present, their distribution with depth in the soil, and the particular
instruments used. Calibration of the instruments is best accomplished by
comparing actual field measurements with the results of 1'3.boratory analysis
of snil samples.

5

2.0 THE ALLOWABLE RESIDUAL

CONTA~l!NATIOfl

LEVEL f1ETHOD

The objective of the analysis of the Allowable Residual Contamination
Levels (ARCL) of radionuclides in soil at the ShippingpClrt Atomic Power

Station is the determination of whether radioactively-contaminated soil
areas require further decontamination or remedial action orior to release.
The results of the analysis, when compared with radiation survey data, also
indicate the general magnitude of remedial actions required orior to the

release. The basic approach taken to calculate the ARCL is presenteO in
this section.
In general, the ARCL values derived for radionuclides in soil

are dependent on the physical characteristics of each individual
contaminated site (size, radionuclide inventory, presence of structur~s),
on the radiation dose 1imi t deter'lli ned to be "acceptanl e", and on the
scenarios of human exoosure judged both to be possible and to result in
upper bounds of exposure. The physical characteristics can be determined
from a comprehensive site description. Dose limits for rtecommissionin~
have not yf't been set by regulatory agencies. The draft generic environmental impact statement on decommi ssi ani nq nuclear facilities (U.s. NRC
1981) contains a recommendation that the allowable residual radioactivity
level for facility release be based on the dose anticipated to be received
by ir,rlividuiils ~.,.house that facility. As set forth in the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, the EPA has responsibility for establishino radio1tion
dose standards for the protection of public health and safety. EPA has not
yet instituted these criteria and is not scheduled to do so until 1984
(U.S. NRC 1981). For this report, unrestricted use of the site is assumed
to occur immediately after decommissioning tasks are comolPted. The ARCL
calculations in this report are based on an assumed dose 1 imit of
10 mrem/yr; however, compliance with any other dose limit can be determined
using the methods described in the worksheet provided in Section 4.0. The
depth of clean overburden above the contaminated soil can affect the mechanisms by which the radionuclides are transported into the human exposure
pathways. In this report, separate scenarios are formulated and separate
ARCL values are generated for two cases: contamination located in the
7

upper meter of soil, and contamination covered by a 1 ayer of clean soil
1-4 m thick.
2.1

SUt~MARY

OF THE METHOD

A simolified logic diagram of the ARCL method is shown in Figure 2.1.1.
As illustrated, the necessary prerequisite to any analysis is characterization of the contaminated area, including location, size, radionuclide
inventory, depth of overburden (for contaminated soil zones), anrl descriotions of existing barriers to waste migration and to human intrusion.
These details, in conjunction with a description of th<::> prooosed release
mode, allow preparation of realistic site-specific radiation-exoosure
scenarios.

The heart of the ARCL method is an analysis of the maximum

annual radiation dose to an exposed individual.

If the dose potential to

the individual is less than the design objective dose limit (assumed to be
10 mrem/yr for this analysis), then no further cleanup actions are
required.

If it is predicted that the ootential dose may exceed the desion

objective, further decontamination is indicated.
The general method for calculating the ARCL of radionuclides in soil
consists of four steps:
1.

From the information presented in the site descriotion, develoo a
plausible scenario (or set of scenarios) for transfer of contamination
to an individual consistent with the prooosed future use of the land.

2.

From the radionuclide inventory given in the site descriotion, calculate the maximum annual radiation dose for the future-use mode exposure
scenario for

3.

th~

site.

Calculate the ARCL for all nuclides in the rnixture, back calculating
from the maximum annual dose.

This calculation is performed for those

times that may maximize the potential dose.
4.

Test whether apolication of additional engineered barriers nr removal
of certain areas of contamination will improve the site
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characteristics. Note: This test depends upon condition-specific
information and is not demonstrated in this reoort.
The primary objective of the ARCL is to determine whether or not an
individual facility or site requires further decontamination or remedial
actions prior to release. A secondary objective is to determine whnt
remerlial actions could be effective. The ARCL method does not choose t~e
most appropriate disposal alternative, nor does it autol'latically identify
the best means of hazard mitigation. Analysis of reJTJedial actions is
siJTJply an extended analysis of a site with modified physical characteristics to cause an impact on the exposure scenarios considered.

2.2

ALLOWABLE RESIDUAL CONTAMINATION LEVELS

The design objective is a limit on the maximum annual radiation dose to
an individual. The annual dose is a function of the auantity and sp~ctrum
of contaminant radionuclides and the exposure onthways to l'lan. The desi~n
objective dose limit is converted to the site-specific, measurable quantity
(the ARCL, in oCi/gram for soils) through applicable exoosure scenarios.
Each of these concepts is described in this section.
2.2.1

Maximum Annual Dose

There are four basic categories of public radiation doses that could
be calculated to measure public exposure. These are:
1.

One-yPar Dose. This is the dose from one year of exposure (exterMl
plus internal). The one-year dose is currently used for comoarison
with occupational exposure standards and the one originally userl for
comparison with public standards.

2.

Committed Dose. This is the dose from nne-year exter11al Pxoosure o1us
extended internal dose accumulated as a result of a 011e-year intake
(ingestion plus inhalation}. Nonnally, a 50- or 70-_year dose commitment oeriod is used. The committed dose is the one currently being
used by most of those who calculate oublic doses, and is the one used
for occupational exposures in 10 CFR 20 (1982).
10

3.

Accumulated Dose. This is the dose from a lifetime (50 or 70 years)
of external exposure plus intake via ingestion and inhalation. This
includes the effects of radio11uclide accumulation or decay in t.he
environment during the exposure period. The accumulated dose can be
most closely related to health effects resulting from radiation
exposure.

4.

Maximum Annual Dose. This is the dose during a lifPtime (50 or 70
years), and is calculated for each year of exposure accounting for
each year's external exposure olus the internal dose from radionuclides taken in during the year of interest and all previous years.
The maximum annual dose is identified by inspection for each oro~n.
This type corresronds most closely to the existing guides for occupational and public exposure which co.1tain standards for annual radiation dose.

The method for determining ARCL used in this report is a comparison of
a calculated maximum annual dose received by a maximally-exposed individual
with annual dose limits (Kennedy, Napier, and Soldat 1983). \·/hen internal
exposure from inhalation and/or ingestion is the dominant dose contributor
during continuous exposure, the maximum annual dose may not occur in the
first year. Thus, for continuous exposure a first-year dose may not predict the most restrictive contamination level. Alternative methods miqht
include calculation of the dose commitment from one year of exoosure or
calculation of the lifetime integrated dose from continuous exposure;
however, no recognized standards limiting these types of doses exist.
Thus, the maximum annual dose is most appropriate and is used in determining ARCL values for the Shippingport Site.
2.2.2

Radiation Exposure Pathways and Exposure Scenarios

The potential routes through which peoole may be exoosed to radionuclides or radiation are called "exposure pathways". The general oathways
can be thought of as external exposure, inhalation, and inqestion.
External exposure results from direct radiation from air, water, soil, and
contaminated structures. Doses from inhalation can result from hreathinq
11

aerosols released from facilities or from resuspended materials.

Ingestion

pathways are water, fish, waterfowl, qame, food crops, animal products, or
direct consumption of small amounts of material transferred from surfaces
to the hands.

The ARCL for individual sites is based on the sum of expo-

sures through all the selected pathways in a radiation exposure scenario
analys·i s.
The key to the ARCL method, as shown in Fiqure 2.1.1, is an analysis
of the maximum annual radiation dose to an individual.

This dose is calcu-

lated by summing the doses from many exposure oathways.

The pathways are

chosen depending on the ways an individual could be exposed for the use
mode considered.

The collection of appronriate pathways is called an

"exposure scenario".

The flexibility to choose the exposure scenario

enables the ARCL method to handle many types of sites, inventories, and
1ocati ons.
In general, for all times and for all exposure scenarios, radiation
dose rates to the individuals living out of the immerliate vicinity of contaminated areas have been shown to be orders of magnitude smaller than
those received by the onsite individual (Kennedy, Napier, and Soldat 1083).
Thus, the onsite exoosure scenarios have been determined to be the most
critical.

For unrestricted use, the general types of potential Pxposure

scenarios for the maximally-exposed individual are as follows:
•

transient or inadvertent intruder

•

oermanent resident
- well drilling, excavation
- contact with soil, inhalation of resuspended material
- drinking of "Well water
backyard qarden

•

intentional intruder
- resource recovery
- recovered resource use.

12

The potential for radiation doses to individuals have been examined
for each of these general scenarios. The ~ost restrictive are examined in
detail in this report. For contaminated soil areas, the permanent resident
is the individual most likely to receive the largest radiation doses.
Transients receive lesser exposure and there is little of value in the
contaminated soil to entice the intentional intruder.
For unrestricterl use of the site, the maximally-exposed individual is
assumed to be exposed as a result of two scenarios. These scenarios are
designed to consider residential/home-garden and residential/construction
activities. The residential/home-garden scenario is designed to be similar
to the scenarios considered by the NRC in the Draft Environmental Imoact
Statement in support of 10 CFR Part 61. The major differences are that the
ARCL values calculated for unrestricted use in this report are based on an
assumed allowable organ dose of 10 mrem/yr instead of 500 mrem/yr and model
soil contamination instead of low-level radioactive waste. More detail on
these two exposure scenarios is given in Section 4.
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3.0

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

As background for the analysis of Allowable Residual Contamination
Levels (ARCL) for soil contamination at the Shippingport Atomic Power
Station site, we have developed brief discussions of the p~ysical and
radiological characteristics of the facility and site. The purpose of this
section is to provide this background information. More detailed information about the facility, its operation and current decommissioning plans
can be found in documents by the U.S. Energy Research & Oeve1opme'1t Arlmin-

istration (U.S. ERDA 1976) and the U.S. Department of Eneray (U.S. DOE 1982).
3.1

THE SHIPPINGPORT

ATOI~IC

POWER STATION

The Shippingoort Atomic Power Station is located on the south bank of
the Ohio River about 40 km northwest of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (Logsdon
and Chissler 1970).

It is located in the borough of Shippingport in Beaver

County which borders the states of Ohio and West Virginia.
station was initially designed to use a
of Westinghouse design and was

t~e

pr~ssurized-water

The power
nuclear reactor

first large-scale central station

application for the civilian generation of nuclear power (U.S. ERnA 1976).
The power station was constructed in the mid-1950 1 s as a joint project of
the U.S. Government and the Duquesne Light Company.

The nuclear reactor

and associated buildings are owned by the DOE and the turbine generator is
owned by Duquesne Light Company.

Reactor ooerations began at the site in

December. 1957 and continued until October, 1982 usinq three different core
designs. The first two cores were of PWR design and the last was of a
light-water breeder reactor (LWBR) design. The first PWR core operated
from 1957 to early 1964 with a gross electrical power rating of 68
included three partial refuel ings.

M\~e

and

The second p1,1R core ooerateri from early

1965 to early 1977 with a gross electricnl power ratinq of 150
included one refueling (U.S. DOE 1982).

~1We

and

Finally, the LWBR core operated

from mid-1977 until late 1982 with a gross electrical power rating of 72
MWe.

The LWBR core was designed to produce 233u from 232Th and it was

intended to develop and demonstrate basic LWBR design technology (U.S. ERDA

1976).
15

The DOE currently leases the seven-acre Shippingport reactor site from
the Duquesne Liqht Comoany.

This site is adjacent to a larqer (490-acre)

Duquesne light Company site on which
Station was constructed.

th~

~uclear

Beaver Valley

Power

A detailed site plan for the Shippingport

Power Station is shown in Figure 3.1.1 (U.S. DOE 1982).

Ato~ic

The two boiler

chambers are located on either side of the reactor building as shown in the
figure.

In addition to the reactor and turbine buildings, several other

ancillary structures are present on the site.
include:

some of these structures

the radioactive waste processing building, the

conta~inated

equipment room, the test/training building, and the intake and discharae

structures (U.S. DOE 1982).
3.2

RAD!DtiUCL!DE INVENTORY
The ARCL values for soil at the Shippingport Atomic Power Station will

be dependent upon the mixture of radionuclides presPnt after decommissioning has been completed.

This mixture will best: be determined as part

of the post-decommissioning survey.

Aoart from naturally occurrinq radio-

nuclides and fallout from 'fKlapons testing, radionuclide soil contamination
could potentially come from five sources.

T~ey

are:

operation of the

Shippingport reactor as a PWR, operation of the Shiopingport reactor as an
LWGR, operation of the nearby Beaver Valley reactors, releases durinq decommissioning activities, and operation of nearby industries, including the
Bruce Mansfield coal-fired power plant.

The pre-operational soil contami-

nation characteristics are not known and an examination of annual environmental reports for the Shippingport power station since 1959 revealed
little information that was useful for estimating the accumulation of
radionuclides in soil onsite (U.S. DHEW 1960-1965; U.S. DHEW 1966-1971;

U.S. EPA 1972-1974; Duquesne Light Company 1972, 1974-1979 and 1982;
Logsdon and Chissler 1970).

In addition, the soil contamination levels may

change as a result of future decommissioning operations and the continued
operation of the Beaver Valley Nuclear Station.

Thus, it is not feasible

at this time to quantify the exact level of soil contamination expected at
the end of decommissioninq activities.

Therefore, we have devPloped a list

of radionuclides that are potentially important contributors to dose.
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Shippingport Station Site Pl an

list is shown in Table 3.2.1. Radionuclides are included if: 1) they are
identified in the annual reoorts for PWR or LWBR operations at
Shippingport, 2) they are identified in a previous review of gaseous
effluent releases for operating PWR's (Smith et al. 1978, Section 7.3.2),
and 3) they have half-lives greater than six months. In addition, we have
also included several other fission and activation products and several
long-lived aloha-emitting radionuclides of potential concern. Although it
is not likely that the alpha-emitting radionuclides will be present, they
are included so that potential questions about their allowable contamination levels can be answered. ARCL values for the radionuclides identified
in Table 3. 2.1 are calculated and reported in Section 4 of this report.
This list is intended to include all radionuclides that could be identified
as part of the post-decommissioning radiation survey .
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TABLE 3. 2.1.

Potenti al Radionuclides Accumulated
on the Shippingport Site

Reported
Shippingport
Radionuclide PWR Releases(a)
3H
~~c

S~Mn

ssFe
57Co
60Co

••
•

•

59 ~Ji

63Ni
90Sr+D( d)
93Mo
99Tc
l06Ru
110mAg
1 ~S b
125Sb

1~~Ce+D
152Eu
1!>~ Eu

•
•
•
•
•••

NUREG/CR-130
Release
Estimates( c)

•
•
•

•
•
•

235U+D
238U+D
237Np+D
238pu
239pu
2~0 Pu
2~1 Pu
2~1Am

Additional
Radi onuc 1ides
of InterP.st

••
•
••
•
••

•

13~C s

13SCs
137Cs+D

Reported
Shi ppi nqpo rt
LWBR Releases(b)

••
•
•
•

••

•

••
••
•
••
•
••

(a) Based on infonmation from Radioloqical Health Data (1960-1965);
Radiological Health Data and Reports (1966-1972), Radiation Data and
Reports (1972-1974), Duquesne Light Canpany ( 1972, 1974-1978) ,
and Logsdon and Chissler (1970) .
(b) Based on information from U.S. ERDA (1976) and Duquesne Liqht Comoany
(1979, 1982).
(c) Based on information from Smith et al. (1978) .
(d) +D means plus short-lived dauqhters .
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4.0

ALLOWABLE

RESIDU.~L

CONTAtiHIATION LEVEL CALCULATIONS

The step-by-step procedure for calculating Allowable Residual Contami-

nation Levels (ARCL) for soil contamination at the Shippingport Atomic Power
Station is outlined in this section. After a brief description of the radiation exposure scenarios, the dose models us~d for assessing exposures by
various pathways are described and ARCL maximum organ dose-conversion factors
are developed for a set of 29 radionuclides of potential interest after
decoiTimissioning.

ARCL values for individual radionuclides are next de-

veloped. Finally, a procedure is described to permit consideration of any
mixture of the 29 rarlionuclides at any time of in~erest. This proc~dure
will permit final certification of the site to unrestricted-use contamination levels based on inform<'ltion from the post-decommissioninq survey.
4.1

RADIATION EXPOSURE SCENARIOS

For unrestricted use, the allowable resi1ual contamination levels for
each radionuclide are determined using the results of two exposure
scenarios. These scenarios arE> the residential/home-garrlen scenario anrl
the residential/construction scen<'trio, chosen in Section 2.2.2. Both
unconfined (surface) and confined (subsurface) soil contamination conditions are considered. These calculations are intended to represent general
soil conditions after decommissioninq and any soil contamination left
intentionally under a clean soil layer. TI-le followirtg sections contain
discussions of the two unrestricted-use scenarios considered in this study.
4.1.1

Residential/Home-Garden Scenario

This scenario is designed to r~present the unrestricted-use exposure
conditions of an individual who resides on the site and engages in home
gardening activities for 50 years. For this scenario, the inrlividuill is
assumed to spend 12 hours per rlay outdoors on the site, during which he is
exposed to direct penetrating radiation from thP soil. The individual is
also assumed to inhale resusoended contamination in the surface soil (if
present) for 12 hours per day during his 50 years of exposure. The air
concentrations are calculated using a time-dependent resuspension factor to
21

account for the environmental "aqing" of radionuclides.

This relationshin

is given as (Anspaugh et al. 1975):

( 4. 1)
where

Sf- resuspension factor, m-1
10-4- resuspension factor at timet= 0, m-1
- effective decay constant controlling the availability of
material for resuspension, 0.15 day-1/2
t
time after deposition, days
lQ-9 - resuspension factor after 17 years, rn-1

Finally, the individual is assumed to qrow 50% of his fruit and vegetable
diet in a backyard home garden located in the contaminated soil.
Unconfined soil contami11ation is assl.lflled to be in the t.oo meter of
soil on the property, with no overburden layer.

Home construction is not

i11cluded in the residential/home-garden scenario because the individual
does not have to dig to be exposed to contarninatPd soil and because dioaing
may serv to dilute the surface contamination with clean soil. For confined
soil, assuming an overburden layer of 1-4m, a fraction of the buried
contamination is assumed to be

broug~t

to the surface as a result of the

residential/construction scenario (as discussed in the next section).
4.1.2

Residential/Construction Scenario
The residential/construction scenario is based on the intruder-

construction scenario develooed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement in support of 10 CFR Part 61
(U.S. NRC 1981).

For this scenario, an individual is assumed to dig a

basement for a house into a subsurface radioactive soil (or debris) zone.
The radioactive soil is assllf!led to be between 1

~nd

4 m from the surface.

Typical surface areas for a house are assur'!led to be 20 m by 10 m, for an
area of 200 m2.
hole.

This dimension is assumed for the base of the foundation

The foundation hole is assumed to be 3.5 m deep, with surface

dimensions of 26 m by 16 m.

The total excavation is assumed to involve
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about 200 1'13 of contaminated soil mixerl with 800m3 of clean overburden
soil.

Thus, the resulting 1000 m3 mixture has a radionuclide concentration

that is 20% of the original concentration of contaminated soil.

The con-

taminated soil mixture is assumed to be used as fill around the house and
distributed uniformly on the surface within a 25-m radius around the house.
For the residential/construction scenario, dose estimates are made for
the individual both during and after the construction activities.

The most

restrictive individual doses, resulting from both scenarios for each radionuclide,

~re

then used in the ARCL calculation.

During construction, the

individual is assumed to spend 500 hours (over about a 3-month period) on
the site.

The individual is assumed to inhale air with a dust concentra-

tion of 1 x 10-4 gjm3 and be exposed to direct radiation for the 500-hour
construction period.

After the house is constructed, the individual is

assumed to reside there and conduct activities similar to those identified
by the NRC for the intruder/agriculture scenario.

(U.S. NP:C 1981).

These

conditions are described in Section 4.1.1 for the residential/home-qarden
scenario.
4.2

DOSE

t~ODELS

FOR RADIATION EXPOSURE PATHWAYS

The method for calculating ARCL values relies on an analysis of
maxir~um

annual radiation doses resulting from the limiting radiation exposure scenarios. For long-term (or continuous) exposure durinq the

unrestricted-use scenarios, the maximum dose to internal organs may not
occur in the first year. This is because specific radionuclides may
accumulate in internal organs as a function of their rate of intake and
their physical and biological half-lives.

The PNL comouter program i'<lAXI

(Napier et al. 1979; Murphy and Holter 1980} is used in this study to
calculate maximum annual doses from continuous exposures. ThF:' r1AXI program
uses dose factors from DACRIN (Houston, Strenqe, and Watson 1976) for
inhalation, and the FOOD and ARRRG computer programs (Napier
for ingestion of food products.

The

DACRI~

computer

progra~

the Task Group on Lung Dynamics Model (TGU1) (ICRP 1966).

~tal.

1980)

is based on

For this study,

a particle size of 1 JJffi activity-median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD} is

assumed.

This particle size is within the respirable size distribution and

is a "standard" assumption when detailed information on the particle size
distribution is not available.

To account for the retention of radio-

nuclides in the lung, a translocation class of either Class D (days) or W
(weeks) material is used for all internal organs except lung and G.I. tract
(lo\\er large intestine), where a classification of either W or Y (years) is
assumed.

These assumptions tend to maximize the specific internal organ

doses obtained from the ICRP task qroup on lung dynamics model

{TGU~)

equations and are rather "standard" for situations where the exact chemical
properties of radionuclides are not known.

Further discussions of the

mathematical model used in the MAXI computer program are given in documents

by Kennedy et al. (1979), Murphy and Holter (1980), and Napier (1982).
4.3

ALLOWABLE RESIDUAL CONTAMINATION LEVEL

t~AXI~IIJM

ORGAti-OOSE

CONVERSION FACTORS

Maximum organ dose conversion factors, for determining ARCL values,
are calculated by applying the exposure conditions defined .in Section 4.1
for the radiation exposure scenarios, usino the dose models previously discussed.

The organs considered in the calculations are:

lung, and G. I. tract (lower large intestine).

total body, bone,

ARCL dose conversion factors

for soil contaminated with 29 individual radionuclides are shown in
Table 4.3.1 for the unrestricted-use radiation exposure scenarios.

The

units of these dose factors are rern/yr per pCi /g of soil. These dose
factors are the largest (critical) organ dose resulting from exposure to
each radionucl ide for the scenarios considered.

The factors are given for

unconfined soil (in the top meter), and co11fined soil {at depths between
1-4m from the surface).

The dominant exposure oathway {i.e., direct,

inhalation or ingestion) is also indicated for each radionuclide in

Table 4.3.1.
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TABLE 4. 3.1.

Scenario-Specific Allowable Residual Contamination
Level Dose Conversion Factors for the Shippingport
Atomic Power Station
Col urnn I

Column 1

unconfined Soil

Conf1 ned So1l
1·4 m Deep
!Total N>rn/vr
per/oCif~j{d

0·1 m Deep
Rad1onuclide
'~

'"c

04 Mn

Critical

Or2an

3.4E-ll

Total 1\ody

Inhale

1. 7E-8
3 .4E-4

Total Rorl_y
Total 1\ody

lnqest

",S Fe

1. OE-7

2.3E-7

2.0E-8
4.6E-B

"c- Co

1.1~-2

Bone

A.nnual

Cri ~ical

Pathway!~)

1.7E-10ifl
R.JE-8
1. 7E-3

•," Co

Ooselel

Direct

ln9est
Ingest

2.2E-3

Total Rorly
Total "ody

Oir~ct

4
I

4.3£-5

8.6E-6

Bone

!nqest

15

l.OE-4
2.2E-3

BMe

!n~~~t

30 Sr+olgl

5.2E-4
1-lt-2

Bone

lnqest.

12
20

1
" Mo

Tntal Body
G. I. Tr~c t
G. I. Tract

Ingest
Ingest
lnoest

Total ~ady
Total Body
Total Rody

[li rect
Direct
Direct

Total Body
BonP
~ody

Direct
Ingest
Direct

0 '! Ni
r, -, Ni

l

(Total rem/yr
per/pCi/2)1hl

Year M
Maximum

6.0E-6

1.2E-6

>g Tc
10'' Ru

J.<lE-4

2.2£-4

7.8E-5
4.5E-5

l Pin 1\g

5.3E-3
2. ?E-5
1. ?E-3

5.4E-6
3.4E-4

t ''- Sb

12 0 Sb

1 .OE-3

n"cs

5.7[-3

l.lE-3

l J 5 Cs
137 Cs+D

9.0E-6
2. ?E-3

1.8£-6
5.3E-4

~" Ce+D

10" Eu

1.3E-5
S.DE-3
5.4£-3

2. ?E-6
l.DE-3
l.!E-3

Total 8ndy
Total Rorlv
TCJta l Ro~v

Oi r<>ct
D1rect
Direct

lJ', U+D
71 ~ U+O
n-llo+D

5.0E-4
4.4£-4
7.3E-4

1.0£-4
8.8£-S
l.Sf-4

G. I. Tract

8nne

Ingest
Inqpst
Inoest

50
50

i lS Pu

6.2E-5
B.flE-5
R.BE-5

l.2E-5
l.RF -5
l.BE-5

Ron"
Bon<'
Rone

!nhalP
Inhale
lnhalP

50
50
50

3.6E-7

7.2E-8

2.8E-5

Bone
3one

Inhale
Inhale

50

!.4E-4

1

l S2 Eu

2 P Pu
2'•:
'>I

""

p,
,.
'"'
i

Tnt~l

~one

(a) Based on 1 oCi/g of each radionuclide (or parent for +CI radionuclirlesl in
surface or subsurface soils.
I D) For the residential/home-garden scenario.
(c) Based on the most restricti~e of the residential/construction and the
re si denti a 1/home- garden scenarios.
(d) Wllere Direct means direct exoosure, Ingest means ingestion anll JnhalP
means inhalation.
(e) The year after thE' start of a 50-yPar cnntinuous-E'xoosure period in which
the maximum annual dose occurs.
(f) \/here l.7E-l0 ~ 1.7 x to-10.
(g) +0 means o1us short-liver! daughters.
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The dose conversion factors in Table 4.3.1 are converted to an allowable contamination level by simply dividing the allowable dose limit
(0.01 rem/yr) by the dose conversio11 factor (in rem). The resulting ARCL
values are shown in Table 4.3.2. These values are the concentration levels
(in pCi/g of soil) of each individual (or parent radionuclide) radionuclide
that would result in 0.01 rem/yr to the critical organ of an individual
exposed during the two scenarios considered. In addition, the ARCL method
permits consideration of various mixtures of radionuclides in the soil and
alternatives to the assumed annual dose limit as discussed in the following
section.
4.4

ALLOI·IABLE RESIDUAL CONTAMIIJAT!ON LEVEL

\~ORKSHEET

FOR RADIO'IUCLIDES

IN THE SOIL AT THE SHIPPINGPORT ATOMIC POHER STATION

The ARCL method permits the consideration of any combination of the 29
radionuclides shown in Table 4.3.1 in soils at the Shiopingport site.
After decommi ssi ani ng, the pas t-decommi ssi ani ng survey wi 11 determine the
actual contamination levels and mixtures present. 8y using the worksheet
shown in Figure 4.4.1, a determination can be made of whether or not the
contamination levels are less than the ARCL values for the mixture present.
The following instructions explain how to use the worksheet.
1.

Case Name. Enter the name or the numerical designation of the current
case and other identification information.

2.

Preoarer' s
Worksheet.

3.

Date.

4.

Determination of ARCL Dose Factors to Enter from Table 4.3.1. The
calculation requires the proper dose factors, which are a function of
the contamination condition. Check only one contaminati~n condition

~lame.

Enter thf' 11ame of the person preparing the ARCL

Enter the date on which the worksheet was completed.

to uniquely determine from the worksheet which column of Table 4.3.1
contains the proper factors. Factors are obtained from Column 1 of
Table 4.3.1 for unconfined {surface) soil, and from Column 2 of
Table 4.3.1 for confined (subsurface) soil.
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TABLE 4.3.2.

Allowable Residual Contamination Level Values for
Individual Radionuclides in Soil at the Shippingport
Atomic Power Station Based on 10 mrem/yr to the
Maximally-Exposed Individual

Rar1ionuclide

Unconfiner1 Soil
0-1 m Deep
(rCi/CJ)(a)

Confiner1 Soil
1-4 m Oeep
(oCi/aJ(b)

5.9E+7(c)
1. 2E +5
5.9E+O

2. Q[ +8
5,9[+5
?. • 9E +1

S7Co
coco

l.OE+S
4.4E+4
a.lE-1

S.OE+S
2. ?E +5
4.6E+O

59Ni
6 3fii
90Sr+Q{ d)

2. 3E +2
1.9E+l
9.1E-l

1.2E+3
1. 0E +2
4. fiE +0

9 3!'·10

·LRu

1. 7E+3
2.6E+l
1\ .fiE +l

R.3E+3
1.3F.+2
2.2E+2

11 OffiAq
124Sb
12 ssb

1. 9E +O
3.7E+2
S.9E+O

l.OE+l
1.8E+3
2.9E+l

l)

l34Cs
scs
137Cs+D

1.8E+O
1.1E+3
3.7[+0

9.1E+O
5.6E+3
1.0£+1

l44Ce+D
15/Eu
1 C.4Eu

7.7E+2
2.DE+O
l.BE+D

3.7E+3
l.DE+l
9.1E+O

235U+D
23BU+D
237Np+D

2.0[+1
2.3E+l
1.4E+l

l.OE+2
1.1 F. +2
11. ?E +l

2 3Apu
239pu
240pu

1.6E+2
l.lE+2
l.1E+2

R.3E+2
5 .fiE +2
5.6E+2

24lpu
241Am

2.8E+4
7.1E+l

1.4E+5
3.6[+2

3H

'"C
5 31~n
s~Fe

~'Tc
~

(a) Based on the residential/homp-qarrlen scenario.
{b) Based on the most restrictive of the residential/
construction and the residential/home-qarden scenarios.
(c) Where 5.9E+7"' 5.9 x 10?.
.
(d) +D means plus short-lived dauqhters.
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2. Preparer's "lame:

4. Determination of 1\RCL Dose Factors to EntPr Fr001 Table 4.3.1.
Unconfined Surface Soil
(obtain factors from
Column 1 of Table 4.3.1)

5. Radionuclides
Considered
(List)

(Check ()ne)

Confined Subsurface Soil
(obt~in fact.ors fro"'
Column 2 of Table 4.3.1)

6. Rarlionuclide
CMcentratinn
in Soil
( ~Ci/g)

7. Scenario-Soec1fic
ARCL Dose Factors
(FrOITl ltl•m 4:
rem/yr ner pCi/q)

fl. Product of

Items6!17
I rem/yr)

s,. Total
Rb. (0.01 rPm/yr/fla)
(0.01/_ _
Rb

6a. Total _ __

10. Present Gross Contamination Lev,.l Yielding Future ARCL of I tern
(9 of Figure 4.4.4)
Correction Wnrk~heet.) (9a) ~---~

'

9a:

J. ARCL - Product
Item 6 an<1
Item Rb
I n~i /q)

•••

"·

Total
Check:
Does Sh

9a/6a?

(lise only with flecav

---~

11. Additional Notes:

FIGURE 4.4.1.

Allowable Residual Contamination Level Worksheet
for Soil Contamination at the Shippingport Atomic
Power Station Site
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5.

Radionuclides Considered.
space provided.

Enter the ra<i1onuclides considered in the

If additional soace is required, use arldit.ional

worksheets.
6.

Radionuclide Concentrations.

The calculation requires that the source

inventory be given in terms of pCi/g of soil.
enter in Item 6a.

Total the results and

The inventory may be given in eitf'!er relative or

absolute amounts.

7.

Scenario-Specific ARCL Dose Factors.

Enter the values from the appro-

nriate column of Table 4.3.1 (as rietennined in Item 4) in units of
re~/yr

8.

per oCi/q for soils.

Product of Items 6 and 7.

Multiply the concentration nf each rarlio-

nuclide listed in Item 6 of the worksheet by its corresponding
scenario-specific ARCL dose factor from Item 7 and entPr in units of
rem/yr.

Swn all radionucl irles and enter tfle

tot~l

as Item Ra.

divide the annual dose 1 imit (0.01 rem/yr) bv the total and
result as Item Bb.

~ote:

Next,

ent~r

thE'

A different dose limit may be suhstituterl

in this step if desired.
9.

ARCL.

~1ultioly

the concentration of each radionuclidE' liste<i in

Item 6 of the worksheet by the correction factor of Item 8b and enter
the corresoonding ARCL values for each radinnuclide of the specific
mixture in Item 9 in units of pCi/g.

Sum all entries in Item 9 and

enter the total mixture ARCL as Item 9a.

The value calculated as

Item 9a is the current total gross activity level that may be allowed
to remain without exceeding the desired dose limit.

At tlli s point, a

convPnient mathematical check may be made hy dividinq Item 9a by
Item 6a; the result should be equal to Item 8b.
10.

Optional Decay-TimA Correction.

If the radionuclide concentrations

used in Item 6 were taken from the Radioactive Decay Correction
l~orksheet

(Fiqure 4.4.4), then the result calculated as !tP.m 9a of the

ARCL \llorksheet (Fiqure 4.4.1) is the ARCL applicable to t:hat future
time.

That is, it is the amount that may remain on the surface or in

the soil at the future time of unrestricted release.
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To determine the

present contamination level of the nuclide mixture that will result in
th~ 1 imiti11g dose at the future time, one additional step is necP.ssary. f,1u1tiply the value of Item 9a by the value of Iter1 9 from the
Decay-Time Correction \~orksheet.
11.

Additional Notes.

Add any additional comments or clarifications on

the worksheet.
As an example of the use of the ARCL worksheet, two
are next described. Both rely on a radionuclide mixture

oroblems
compose~ of 55Fe
sa~ple

(10%), 60Co (25%), 63Ni (15%), 90Sr+D 10.05%), 137Cs+D (20%), 152Eu (15%),

and 154Eu (10;~) by activity. The first example pr0ble'Tl consir1<:>rs surface
soil contamination and the comol~ted workshf'et is shown in Fiqure 4.4.2.
The radionuclides ond relative concentrations are shown in Items 5 and 6 of
the worksheet, with the total of 1 oCi/g reporterl in Item 6a. Scenariospecific ARCL dose conversion factors are obtained from Table 4.3.1 (~s
sh01m by Item .1 nf the worksheet) and entererl in I-l:eM 7. The oror1uct of
the entries in Items 6 ar'ld 7 of the worksheet are entered as Item R. The
total of Item 8 is entererl as Item Ra (5.1E-3 rem/yr). This is the dose in
rem that an individual coulrl receive as a result of exnosurf' (to a tot'll
soil concer'ltration of 1 pCi/g) during the resi~ential/home-qarden scenario.
The ratio of the unrestricted use annual dose limit (0.01 rem) to the total
in Item 8a is qiver'l in Item Sb, as 2.0. This value, multiplied by tl"le
entries in It~ 6 nf the worksheet, results in the ~RCL values for the
specific radionucl ides in the mixture. The sum of the individual radionuclide ARCL values is reoorted as 2.0 oCi/g in It~m 9a. The mathema~ical
check of Item 9b indicates tnat no non-compensating errors were propagated
in the example calculation.
The second exa~ple problem co11si~ers the same radionuclides <'lnd col1centrations as in Example Problem 1, but for confi11erl soil areas, with
overburden depths of from 1-4m. The camplet<?rl worksheet for this exam~le
problem is given in Figure 4.4.3. The scenario-specific ARCL dose conversion factors for this sample problem are obtained from Colu~n 2 of
Table 4.3.1 {as shown by Item 4 of the worksheet) and entered i11 Item 7.
The product of the entries in Items 6 and 7 are entered in Item R. The
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2. Preparer's Name: W.

f,

l(e~~.Eb'l', J"~.

3. Date Prepared: CJ/21-/?,J
4. Determination of ARCL Dose Factors to Entf'r From Table 4.3.1.
,/

Unconfined Surface Soil
{obtain factors from
Column 1 of Table 4.3.1)

5. Radionuclides

1

ARCL Dose Factors
(From Item 4:
rem/yr oer oCi/q)

0.10

(t.oC__o

Ni

R. Product of

). Scenario-Soeci fi c

Concentration
in So1l
{oCi /ql

~Fe
_:

Confined Svt>surface Soil
{obtain factors from
Column 2 of Table 4.3.1)

5. Radionuclide

Cons ide red
(List)

(Ched One)

I.

9. ARCL - Product

Ite!11s6&-7
(r!'m/yrl

itE.'!II 6 and
itE.'!II 8b

loCi /q)

o E-1

I .0£-8

1. q e -1

2.1\E-3

~ ;?- E -1
2.~£

0. '2

s

I . I E. -1.

1),1

5

5.2,€-~

1.~£-5
5.5£-~

q,se-7.

5.4 £-q

3.8£-)

_,

"Sr+D
nLs+D
LSt £
y

o. 05

\.1 E -2

0 ./. D

:2.3€-3,

-----

0·15

S.0<:-3

1.S£ -j

~~

Ey

0 .I 0

s.~

5 .•• - ~

\.q£-1

1

L5'l

E -3

-----

·----6a. Total

J. 0

fla. Total 5.DE-3
flb. (0,01 ~e;;/yr/Aa)

I o. o1IS:Qf.:J.l

" ____L__1__
10. Present Gross Conta"lination
Correction llnrksheet.l (ga)

Level

N l?r

=

St>

Yielding Future ,\RCL of Item 9a:
x (9 of Figure 4.4.4) - - - -

Q~. Tntal _1_. q
__
9b. Ched:
Does flb - 9d/6a?
h'lLL.O=I."' v·

11. Additional Notes:

FIGURE 4.4.2.

Allowable Residual Contamination Level Worksheet
for Soil Contamination at the Shippingport Atomic
Power Station Site - Example Problem 1
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""'

(Use only with necay

2. Preparer's Name:

3. Date Prepared:

I.(J,E,,

l(eN~t;O<f,

T(,

Cf/'2..~/'E.!

4, Determination of ARCL Dose Factors to Entf'r Fran Table 4.3.1.

Unconfined Surface Soil
(obtain factors from
Column 1 of Table 4.3.1)

5. Radionuclides
Conside!"ed
(L i stl

Confined Suhsurfacf' Soil
(obtain factors fro~
Column 2 of Table 4.3.1)

6. Radionuclide
Concentration
in Soi 1
( ~Ci /q)

(Check One)

~

8. Product of
It<>ms6&-7
(rf'm/yr)

7. Scenario-Soecific

.\RCL Dose Factors
(Fran !tf>!T> 4:
rem/yr oer pCi/q)

ssre.

0,\0

___j'".QE-8

<c>o C.o

o :l.s

;,.O.E--,

5.5£-~

"J N;

____Q_j_J__s____

I . OE- ~

_!._. SE- 5_

Clo<.,r+/)

___fJ, OS

':JL~ + D

O.l. o

13

IS<.

E4

IS'-1£1.4

~

:..o.£-3
5.3 E-

. oE -q

9. ARCL - Product
Item 6 and
It~ Bb
( oC i /ql

I, 0

1,5

1.1 E- l.f
I, lE-Y

~

~~--

2.0

0. IS

1 . cE- 3

1.5£- ~

/.S

_o.lo

1./E-3

\.IE-~

1.0

----

8L Tn•al /.0&-J
Bb. (0.01 rFm/yr/Ra)
(0.01/J, OE·.!l
IO.p • 8b

6a. Total

Qa, Total

JQ

Qb. Cht>ck:
Does Rh • 9a/6a?

1~=10

v
l.fe,s

10. Present Gross Contar-,ination Level Yielding Future ARCL of Item
Correction Worksh~et.) (9al _J;.J_I±___ x (9 of Figure 4.4.4)

9a:

(Us<> only with Decay

II. Additional Notes:

FIGURE 4.4.3.

Allowable Residual Contamination Level Worksheet
for Soil Contamination at the Shippingport Atomic
Power Station Site - Example Problem 2
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total of the entries in Item 8 is entered as Item 8a (1.1E-3 rem/yr). This
is the dose it1 rem that an individual could receive as a result of exoosure
(to soil containing 1 pCi/q of the mixture) during the most restrictive
combination of the residential/construction and residential/home-garden
scenarios. The ratio of the annual dose limit (0.01 rem) to Item Ra is
shown in Item Bb as 9.9. The resulting ARCL values are found by the
product of the entries in Item 6 and Item 8b, and are reported in Item 9.
The sum of the individual radionuclide ARCL v~lues in the examole mixture
is shown in Item 9a as 9.9 pCi/g. A9ain, the mathematical check indicates
that no errors are contained in the worksheet calculations.
The radionuclide contributing the dominant oortion of the dose in hoth
example problems is 60co. This can be seen by insr.ection of the data
entries in Item 8 of Figures 4.4.2 and 4.4.3.
The entries in Item 6 of the worksheet are rl~sioned to be innut as
curies (or normalized activity levels) existing on t~e site at the time of
release. If unrestricted release of the site is to occur only after the
Beaver Valley 1 and 2 oower reactors are decommi~sioned, the radionuclide
inventory froP1 the Shippingport A.tnmic Power Station wnulr1 have decave.-:1 to
level below that existing today. The effect of limited riidioactive deca_v
on the source inventory for a mixture can be detPr~ined usino the worksheet
shown in Figure 4.4.4. The decayed inventory calculated using this
worksheet is then used in Worksheet Figure 4.4.1 to r1etermine the APCL
value after limited radioactive decay. Any decay time (in years) up to
about 100 years can be used in the worksheet. The following instructions
explain how to use the decay correction worksheet shown in Fiqure 4.4.4.
1.

Case Name. Enter the name or numerical designation of thP. current case
and any other identification information.

2.

Preparer's Name. Enter the name of the pprson preparing
correction worksheet.

3.

Date.

th~ decav

Enter the date on which the worksheet was completed.
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i3.

1. Case Name:
2. Preparer's Name:
3. Date:
4. Radionuclides

Considered
(List)

7. Time in
5. Present
6. Decay
Contamination
Constant
Future
(yrl
Leve 1
(yr-11
(see below)
lpCi/ql

8. Decayed
Contamination
Level
(oCi/a)

•

EXP[

•

1JI a I

•

EXP[

•

Il

•

EXP [

I •

Il

• EXP[

•

Il

~

•

EXP[

•

Il

~

•

EXP[

•

Il

~

• EXP [

I •

Il

~

~

~

Ba. Total = _ _ __
Ratio of Present to Future Gross Contamination Levels. Quotient of
Sa. 1_ _ _ 1 ~
Item Sa and Item Sa. Sa. (_ _ __

9.

Decay Constants for Potential Nuclides
at the Shippingport Atomic Power Station (yr-1 I
Nuclide Constant
3H

l4c

57 Co
60 Co
ssFe
sg Fe
59 Ni

5.6E-2
1.2E-4
9.3E-1
1.3E-l
2.6E-1
5.6E+O
8.7E-6

Nuclide Constant

Nuclide Constant

Nuclide

Constant

6 3 Ni
90 sr+D

135 Cs
I37cs+D
144 Ce
1 52 Eu
154 Eu
23SU+D
238 U+D

237Np+D
2 3s Pu
2 39 Pu
241 Am

3.2E-7
7.9E-3
2.8E-S
1.6E-3

93 Mo

99 Tc
124 Sb
125 Sb+D
134 Cs

7.5E-3
2.4E-2
2.3E-4
3.2E-6
4.2E+O
2.SE-1
3.4E-1

3,0£-7
2.3E-2
8.9E-l
S.OE-2
8.9E-2
9.8E-10
1. SE-10

(a) The notation EXP [- (a)(b)] means the exponential, e-ab

FIGURE 4.4.4.

Allowable Residual Contamination Level
Radioactive Decay Correction
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\~orksheet

•

4.

Radionuclides Consirlered.
space provided.

Enter the radionuclides considered;.,

th~"

If additional space is re!luired, use additional

work sheets.
5.

Present Contamination Level.
units of oCi/g for soils.

Enter the oresent source inventory in

This inventory is the T

=

0 inventory and

can be given in relative or ahsolute amounts.

•

6.

Decay Constant.

Enter the decay constant (yr-1) for each raclinnucl ide

in the source inventory.

A list of decay constants is shown at the

bott()lll of the worksheet.
7.

Time in the Future.

The number of years of radioactive decay con-

sidered should be entered in Item 7.

Note:

The same number of years

should be entered for each radionuclide.
8.

Decayed Contamination Level.

The negative exponential of the product

of tl1e entries in Items 6 and 7 is t.11en mu1tiolierl by the entries in
Item 5 anrl

rel')ort~d

in Item R as tl"le decayed contaf'lination level.

level should be totaled in Item 8a and entered in the ARCL

This

1>~orksh~et

(Figure 4.4.1) to det.ennine the dP.cayed ARCL volue for the specific
time in the future considered.
~san

examole of the use of the decay correction worksheet, the soil

contamination inventory of Example Problem 1 is used with an assumer1 rlecny
period of 50 years. The value of 50 years is assumed to approximate the
potential operating lifetime plus the time required for decommissioninq of
the Beaver Valley reactors.

Figure 4.4.5 shows the resulting decay calcula-

tions as Examole Problem 3.

The decayed contamination level is 0.19 pCi/q

in soil. This decayed level is used in the ARCL Worksheet to determine the
unrestrictP.d ARCL value for surface soil after 50 years of radioactive
decay (as shown in Figure 4.4.6). Item 10 of the wori<sheet shows tfle
present gross contamination level that results in the ARCL after 50 years
of radioactive rlecay.

This value is about 23 pCi/g.

The impact of radioactive decay for 50 years on the ARCL calculations
can be determinP.d by co111parino the results of Example Problems 1 and 3 (see
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1.

Case Name: €"'1.At>?PLE:.

2. Preparer' s Name:
3. Date:

PR.o&.£1n

w. £.

3

l(£.~JtJe.D't ..

:TR.

9/n/~3

4. Radionuclides
Considered
(Li stl

5. Present

6. Decay
7. Time in
Contamination
Constant
Future
Level
lyr-11
lyrl
{see below)
lpCi/gl

o. {0

SSFe.

() , IS

I oCi/gl

So l]lal ~

• EXP [
• EXP[

B. Decayed
Contamination
Level

{1.3-E-1 ) •

So IJ
5o IJ

• EXP[
• EXP[

{2,'-jf-2,) •

5o IJ

• EXP [

( =2.3E-'2..) •

5o I l

0.15

• EXP[

IS.OE·-,1 •

5o

IJ

0.

• EXP[

I• .q<·< I •

5o

I]

e).

OS

I0

J, DE-!

=

Sa.Total=

9.

2-3E·7

Ratio of Present to Future Gross Contamination Levels.
ItemSaanditemBa. Sa.( I . Q )
Sa.(J.gE-1

l.5E-2..

J.qE:.-J

Quotient of

5-2

Decay Constants for Potential Nuclides
at the Shipoinqport Atomic Power Station (yr-1}
Nuclide

'H
14

c

Co
60 Co
ss Fe
59 Fe
59 Ni

57

Constant

5.6[-2
1. 2E -4
9.3E-l
1.3E-l
2.6E·l
5.6E+D
8.7E-6

Nuclide
6 3 Ni

90 Sr+D

9 3 r·lo
99 Tc
12 4 Sb
175 Sb+-D
1 34

cs

Constant

f!uclide

Constant

Nuclide

Constant

1 52 Eu
154 Eu

J.OE-7
2.3E-2
8.9E-l
5.0E-2
8.9E-2

237Np+D
2 38 Pu
2 3 9 Pu
2 41 Am

3.2E-7
7.9E-3
2.8[-5
!.6E-3

235U+D
2 3 8 U+D

9.RE-10
l.SE-10

1 3s

Cs
137 Cs+D
144 Ce

7. SE-3
2.4E-2
2.3E-4
3.2E-6
4.2E+O
2.5E·l
3.4E-l

(a) The notation EXP [ - (a) (b)] means the exponential, e-ab

FIGURE 4.4.5.

Allowable Residual Contamination Level Radioactive
Decay Correction Worksheet - Example Problem 3
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1. Case Name:

£1,.qmPt.E

f:'£o<t'-£71\

:?.

2. Preparer's Name: 10.£, L(cN!Vcb'(, :U.

3. Date Prepared: q/l"'l/<gJ,
4. Determination of ARCL Dose Factors to EntPr From Table 4.3.1.
Confined Subsurface Soil
(obtain factors from
Column 2 of Table 4.3.1)

Unconfined Surface Soi 1
(obtain factors from
Column l of Table 4.3.1)

5. Radionuclides

6. Radi onucl ide
Concentration
in Soil
( nc; 1Q l[r,'1.ll.lJ.5)

Considered
(L i stl

(Check One)

8. Product of

7. Scenario-Soeci fi c
ARCL Dose Factors
(From Item 4:
rem/yr oer oCi/ql

ltems5&7
(rem/yrl

5Sfe

2.3<-1

1 • o£ ·'I

2.]..E-I'j

~°Co

3·SE-~

I.\ E -2.

~I.?.E-b

1\.l:

I. 0£ -I

s:u-Y

s:u-s

qo:':rD

I .Sf-2

I.!E-2..

\.'1-lE-':J.

"'Ls•!>

b-3E·2

2:~E-3

j.J.E-2

s.o<-3
__5~~·-3

b'!>

'S:1

E4

IS II£

\. 'l.E -3

9. ARCL -Product
ltem 5 and
Item Bb
(oCi /ol

_!_,'IE-~

b-OE·S
•• SE

2.4.E·/

-~

----

6a. Total

11~. Tntal lf,Jf-'/
llb. (0.01 -;-.,c•/yr/llal
(0.01/4.3£-lj)
~ _ 2 :r.=~----; so

\.'\£-1

10. PrPsent Gross Contamination Level Viel~ing Future A\lCL of Item 9a:
5 ·'2.
Correction Worksheet.) ('la) ___!:!~ x ('l of Figure 4.4.4)

'l~. Total
'lb. C~o>ck:

1/,'J

Does Bb = 9a/5a?

11.:_~/p.tq:.

(Use only with Oecay

___b_3_ _

v

11. Additional Notes:

FIGURE 4.4.6.

Allowable Residual Contamination Level Worksheet
for Soil Contamination at the Shippingport Atomic
Power Station Site - Example Problem 3
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2.3

v-

4 '-"

Fiqures 4.4.2 and 4.4.6).

In these Pxamples, at T

=

0, the ARCL is

co~

trolled by 60co, but after 50 years of decay, the ARCL is controllerl by tile
longer-lived 90sr+D and 137Cs+D.
pCi/g, while otT

=

The ARCL for tht> mixture at T = 0 is 1.<1

50, the value is 4.4 oCi/g.

The present qross contami-

nation level that will decay to the ARCL at 50 years (4.4 pCi/g) is
23 pCi/g.

Again, this calculation can be performed for any radioactive

decay period with compliance to any annual dose. limit.
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S.O O!SCUSSION OF RESULTS
The method describec1 in this document for

d~terTTJininq

the Allowable

Residual Contamination Levels (ARCL) of radionuclides remaining in the soil
at the Shippingoort AtoMic Power Station is based on a scenario/exoosurepathway analysis and compliance with an annual dose limit.

•

ARCL results

are presented for each of 29 individual rarlionuclides that could potentially be present in the soil at any time after decommissioning. These
results are based on an exar1ple annual dose of 10 mrem/yr to an i11dividuol

residing on the site after decommissioning.

ARCL values based on any other

annual dose limit can be foun<1 by direct ratio.

In rlevelooinq the resirlen-

tial exposure scenarios, we have eliminated from consideration inrlividuals
who may have occasional exposures as waul d occur if tl"1e sitP WP.re used as a
recreational area or park. We have also based the result on home-gardening
activities which might not occur if the site were used only for industrial
purposes. However, the residential scenarios are seen as beino reorese~ta
tive of thP rn0re limiti~q cnnditinns tflat cnuld he encountered durinq
unrestricted use.
The method and results oresented are intended to bP flexibl;:. Pnough to
use the detailed soil contamination informatinn obtained durinq t~P. postdecommissioning survey to rietermine if unrE>st.ricted-use release conrlitions
can be ~et. This is accomplished by using the worksheets prnvirled in
Section 4.0. These worksheets oermit use of the ARCL dose convPrsion
factors with the specific radionuclide mixtures anrl concent.ratiolls determined at the Shippingport Site. In addition, the worksheets oer~it calculation of the ARCL value at any specified future time, followinq radioactive decay and translation of this ARCL value to per~issible soil concentrations at present time. The worksheets also per~it substitution of any
dose limit; however, 10 mrem/yr is used for the exarn!lle oroblems shown to
demonstrate the ARCL method.
The ARCL results are presented for both unconfined (surface) and
confined (subsurface) soil contamination conditions. \.ltdle several subsurface soil conditions are oossible, we have chosPn to model only the case
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where clean s11il is used to fill over cnntaminaterl soil,

This condition

results in a more limiting n:sult than if a solid or "packaqed'' waste form
~le

were encountered instead of homogl'!neous soil contamination.
sidered soil contamination only si!'lce

th~

site should not

hav~

havl'! conthe

required restrictions associaterl with a low-level radioactive wastf! burial
ground.
For the residential/home-garden scenario,

th~ ~ost

restrictive radio-

nuc 1ides rle termi ned in thi s study are 9Dsr ( pl us its short- 1 i Vl?d dauahter
90y) and 60Co.

These radionuclides have the lowest soil concentrations (in

pCi/g) that result in 10

mr~/yr,

as shown in Table 4.3.2.

For unconfined

soil, the ARCL for each of these radionuclides is 0,91 pCi/g.

ThP critical

exposure pathway for 90sr is ingestion of garden oroducts and the critical
organ is bone.

For 60co, the critical exposure oathway is direct exposure

from oenetrating (gamma) radintion and the criticfll organ is total body,
In this study

WP

consirlerPd soil contamination only.

In nrncticP.,

structural buildina mntt?rials containinq surface contamination flla_y be left
buried in the soil at a site.
contar.lination levels to
ARCL values for soil.

Thus, a methorl is nl?erlPd to convert

volu:r~e-contaminatiol1

su~"'face

levels for C0"19i'lrison with thl':'

This can he done by usinq the radial ogical survey

data (i'l dn~/100 cr12 or Cijm2), an estimate of total contaMinat<;>;d surface
area (c!':12 or m2). and enqineering data about the volu"le anrl mflss of ruhbl<>
to be buried.

For examnle, consider thP surface contamination assnciaterl

witi-J a wall in a builriinf'!.

The contamination level ti!'1Ps the total

contaiTlinated surface area of the wall wi11 qive an esti111ate of the total Ci
of contamination surface area of the wall will qive an estimate of the
total Ci of contamination oresent.

This value. divided by the

aooroxi~ate

mass of the wall, can be used to qive a oCi/g estimate which can he
dirPctly compared to the unconfined or confined soil ARCL val

u~;~s,

This

method does not account for further dilution of the radionuclides in soil
and it assumes homogeneous mixing with all materials in the wall; howPver,
it does provide a workinq est.imate of thP potential concentrations of
material to be buried without taking undue credit for dilution with clean
rubble or soil.

•

The ARCL r:~ethod and results described in this report orovide a flexible means of considering the radioryctive contamination conditions at the
Shippingport Atomic Power Station in determining unrestricted-use release
conditions.
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